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LETTER TO READERS
Welcome to HazingPrevention.Org's first

There are a lot of ways you can get involved –

Resource & Planning Guide: High School

from encouraging your members to add their

Edition. We hope you can use this guide to

photos and voice to our These Hands Don’t

inform your students and staff, and host

Haze Mosaic Project, to hosting educational

successful hazing prevention efforts at your

events, and even enrolling folks in our online

school.

course Hazing Prevention: It’s Everyone’s

HazingPrevention.Org’s National Hazing

Responsibility.

Prevention Week volunteers and staff have

If you use National Hazing Prevention Week

been planning for this year’s observance for

to launch something even greater –

months – in fact, their work continues

something that helps prevent hazing 365 days

throughout the entire year, just as we hope

a year – even better. Your efforts do make a

your work to prevent hazing will.

difference and, whether you know it or not,

If you are planning an observance of

your efforts might just save lives.

National Hazing Prevention Week this year –
thank you! Whether you have participated

Best wishes,

for years or this is your first time, we hope
that this guide will help you in your
planning efforts. Empowering people to
prevent hazing doesn’t happen in the
boardroom. It happens where hazing can and

Emily N. Pualwan

does occur.

Executive Director
HazingPrevention.Org
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What Is National Hazing Prevention Week?
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Hazing
Harm
HAZING – The Hidden
PSYCHOLOGICAL
TRAUMA
blame we do not hear about the
psychological effects of hazing, and
these many cases do not make the news,
or are reported in the same way that
physical trauma is. But the negative
psychological effects of hazing can be
both long-lasting and just as traumatic to
the victim and their families. These can
include depression, suicide, poor grades,
withdrawal from activities and shame.
This harm can persist into adulthood
and can undermine the well-being of a
person.

PHYSICAL TRAUMA

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCES

Traumatic injuries have been caused by What we don’t know about another
hazing practices. Many times we first

individual can be the ultimate harm

hear about an act of hazing when it has of hazing. Someone who just joined
reached a physical extreme, and when

an organization or team could have

someone has been physically injured,

experienced something in their lives

or when someone has died. There have that makes them highly susceptible to
been numerous cases of traumatic

serious repercussions if they’re hazed.

brain injuries due to beatings and other Hazing can be physically and/or
hazing rituals, and many cases where

psychologically harmful to even

hazing victims have been hospitalized. perfectly healthy individuals, but mix
Many times the act of hazing is

hazing with any one of thousands of

exposed when a victim is hospitalized. previous experiences and the damage
can increase exponentially.

HIDDEN HARM

Sometime because of shame or self-

Hidden Harm is a phrase used to describe the effects of a previous trauma. These hidden harms can be
both physical and psychological, and they can have long-lasting effects on the individual. Hidden
harms can manifest from a variety of past experiences – war, abuse, hazing, violence, families with
alcoholism, and other source

Hazing is any action taken
or any situation created
intentionally that causes
embarrassment, harassment
or ridicule and risks
emotional and/or physical
harm to members of a group
or team, whether new or
not, regardless of the
person’s willingness to
participate.
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IS THIS HAZING?
If you're not sure whether or not something happening to you or to
someone else is hazing, ask yourself these questions:
 Would I feel comfortable participating in this activity if my
parents were watching?
 Would we get in trouble if a school administrator or principal
walked by and saw us?
 Am I being asked to keep these activities a secret?
 Am I doing anything illegal?
 Does participation in this activity violate my values or those of
this organization?
 Is this causing emotional or physical distress or stress to myself
or to others?
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WHAT YOU CAN DO
DID YOU KNOW?

Hazing is everyone’s problem. That’s why it’s
also everyone’s responsibility.

At HazingPrevention.Org™, our mission is to
empower people – everyone – to prevent

o Hazing occurs in sports
teams, clubs, Greek life,
cheerleading, honor societies
and more
o Hazing is often about power
and control. Hazing does
not build unity

hazing.

IF YOU WITNESS
A HAZING INCIDENT
OR SOMEONE IS

IN DANGER
CALL 911
If you want to report a hazing incident or a
suspected incident that is not immediately
putting someone in danger, contact your
school’s security office, your organization’s
leadership and/or other state or local
designated reporting authority.
Many schools and organizations require that
you report what you witness!
Please note that HazingPrevention.Org is not a
reporting agency for hazing. If you or someone
else is in immediate danger please
immediately dial 911.

o More than 79% of NCAA
athletes report coming to
college with a prior hazing
experience from high school
or middle school.
o A significant number of
hazing incidents and deaths
involve alcohol
consumption
o Students are more likely to
be hazed if they knew an
adult who was hazed
o Two in five students say
they are aware of hazing
taking place on their school
or campus
o Hazing occurs in middle
schools, high schools and
colleges
o Both male and female
students report a high level
of hazing
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LEARN WHAT HAZING IS
Familiarize yourself with the definition of hazing:
HAZING is any action taken or any situation

FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF
WITH LOCAL POLICIES
AND LAWS

created intentionally that causes embarrassment,
harassment or ridicule and risks emotional and/or

Every school, national organization, athletic

physical harm to members of a group or team,

department and workplace has an anti-hazing

whether new or not, regardless of the person’s

policy and most, a procedure for reporting

willingness to participate.

violations of that policy. Make sure you know

• Take responsibility, when you see it occurring or

what those policies are and be prepared to use

when it happens to you

the reporting process if necessary.

• Speak up and reporting it immediately – you

Nearly every state in the U.S. has laws against

may save a life!

hazing as well, which means it’s a

• Make others aware of what hazing is and their
responsibility for preventing it – hazing
prevention is everyone’s responsibility

misdemeanor or felony that should be
reported to law enforcement. You can find
state laws here:
hazingprevention.org/home/hazing/statelaws

START A PREVENTION MOVEMENT ON YOUR CAMPUS
National Hazing Prevention Week (NHPW) is officially recognized during the third week of
September each year, but you can help prevent hazing year round! If you would like to start a
program on campus, raise awareness about hazing and how to prevent it, and encourage your
fellow students to join you, you can learn more about the resources available to you here:

hazingprevention.org/home/prevention/national-hazing-prevention-week
You can also order supplies and educational materials at our online store by visiting:

hazingprevention.org/store
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Why I Don't Support
Hazing by Abigail Blaes
I am incredibly proud to say that I have
never felt belittled, pressured, or degraded to
obtain membership into any organization I am
a part of. It very much frustrates me to know
that there are people out there who would
“If you have to physically or mentally berate
any individual into ‘respect',
perhaps you do not deserve it.”
support the degrading, dehumanization, and
humiliation of an individual.
Because that's what hazing is.
Hazing is defined as "any action taken or any
situation created intentionally that causes
embarrassment, harassment or ridicule and
risks emotional and/or physical harm to
members of a group or team, whether new or
not, regardless of the person's willingness to
participate."
Sounds like a whole lot of fun, team

Abby Blaes is a sophomore student at Missouri State
University majoring in Public Relations and minoring in
Creative Writing. She is a proud member of Sigma Kappa
sorority. Abby felt a strong sense of responsibility to
defend against those who feel that hazing is not a problem
on college campuses. Hazing prevention is a cause very
close to her heart and she is immensely proud to be a part
of an organization who continually rejects any and all
hazing practices. Abby wrote this article to try to raise
awareness about this topic which may college students
don't seem to want to address. She hopes that this piece
will help to spread awareness and give a new perspective
on the hazing epidemic.

I'm going to tell my side of the story in
response to one particular article that I read
recently because ever since I've read it, I've felt
the need to clarify my side of the argument.

building exercises, right? Believe it or not,
that's how some people view the practice of
hazing. The idea that hazing is anything but
damaging to the members and the
organization is, quite frankly, shocking to me.
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Contrary to popular belief, not all

Now, to tackle the other argument that hazing

organizations like sororities and fraternities

promotes unity and respect. If you have to

haze. And I am proud to be a part of a

physically and/or mentally berate any

community and a sorority that strongly rejects

individual into respect, perhaps you do not

all forms of it.

deserve it.

There are some who believe that hazing

The glorification of hazing as

encourages fellowship, loyalty and respect.

supporting camaraderie and respect seems so

And to that, I just have to say... bs. I can't

incredibly contradictory. Members of an

imagine believing that berating, embarrassing

organization are meant to pick each other up,

and hurting another human being would be at

show support no matter the circumstances, and

all beneficial in any form.

stand by one another. How can that be

Some may say that hazing is voluntary.
But, here's the thing. For an act to be voluntary,
it must be done without any form of "pressure,

achieved when you set the precedent of
humiliation and physical and emotional harm?
In the article that ignited this response,

force, or coercion." If there's a risk of being

it is quoted, "Without a hazing process, your

kicked out of the organization if the "required"

membership is the equivalent to a participation

hazing is not fulfilled, then this certainly

trophy." I hold my membership to my

counts as pressure, force, or coercion. Further,

organization with a higher respect than a

without the full disclosure of everything that

"participation trophy" and I have never been

will happen to a potential member upon

hazed. Membership in my organization is a

membership, then in no way is this a voluntary

privilege and I have worked hard to maintain

act. People are being coerced and pressured

the position that I have. Except I do not define

into completing mentally and physically

that hard work as hazing, but by dedicating

damaging tasks in order to gain membership

my time, efforts, creativity, passion and voice

into an organization.

in each and every way.
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I do not feel the need to be physically

We know the statistics about hazing. We

and mentally abused in order to feel respect; to

know that an incredibly long list of people

feel friendship towards other members of my

have been killed or have killed themselves

organization. And I do not feel the need to

because of hazing practices. We know that

subject another person to that kind of cruelty

hazing causes physical and emotional damage.

either. I, and the other members of my

And if you don't know these things, I

organization, have that admiration and

encourage you to look at the links I have

appreciation for one another inherently.

included because they are very enlightening. If

I have more respect, love and

we know all of this and if there is such

appreciation for the future members of my

resounding evidence, my question is this: why

organization than to support hazing. I have

is this even still a conversation?

more respect, love and appreciation for my
organization than to allow something as toxic
and damaging as hazing to taint it.

First published in Odyssey
Launched in June 2014, Odyssey is a social
content platform that discovers and shares a
chorus of millennial voices, amplified
organically through social media. With more
than 8,000 local content creators and an
audience of 30+ million monthly unique
visitors, Odyssey empowers millennials restless
to be heard and audiences eager to listen,
presenting a rich diversity of perspectives and
views. For more information, visit
www.theodysseyonline.com.
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A Hopeful and
Disturbing Pattern in
Sports Hazing: 2016

KATC in Baton Rouge, listed the cause of his
death as “arrhythmia, likely exercised
induced.” A coroner said that exercise-related
demands by the fraternity members did not
rise to the level of any crime. The fraternity
finally was kicked off the LSU campus,

By Hank Nuwer
The years

however, until 2021.
Other disturbing news to hazing came

2015-2016 have

from the world of high school athletic hazing.

been filled with

In short, the continuing, disturbing trend of

many ups and

varsity athletes sexually hazing, intimidating

downs.

and sodomizing newcomers on a team shows

The greatest
joy occurred in 2015

no sign of abating.
○ In 2016, three 17-year-old football

when it appeared there had been no death in

players at Conestoga High School in

fraternal, club or athletic hazing. This was

Pennsylvania were charged with assault and

hailed as a pivotal achievement for the

unlawful restraint after a newcomer to the

thousands of activists intent on putting an end

team was held down and probed in the rectum

of initiation practices that range from the petty

with a broom handle. A local district attorney

idiocies to the demeaning and dangerous.

said this act topped a long list of aggressive

Now in May of 2016, all activists learned
a bitter truth. In reality, there had been one
death in the fall semester of 2015, but this sad
death at Louisiana State University had been
kept under wraps by the institution. Moreover
the university took two months before
launching an investigation.

hazing acts required by senior players on an
annual day of abuse they self-described as
“No-Gay Thursday.” Media outlets reported
that the Conestoga coaching staff professed to
have no knowledge of such activities, despite
evidence that much of the hazing took place in
a locker room.
○ In January 2016, Ooltewah High
School officials cancelled the basketball team’s

Beta Kappa Gamma fraternity member Praneet

season after at least two younger players were

Karki, 22, died during an apparent case of

maliciously assaulted with objects. One victim

physical hazing during an annual “retreat” in

suffered a ruptured colon and an injured

which verbal abuse, intense sessions of

bladder.

physical exercise , and a grueling scavenger
hunt were used to “bond” new members.
Karki’s autopsy report, uncovered by Station

The two specific instances are part of a
larger trend toward violent and sexual hazing
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incidents reported at many high schools and a
smattering of colleges across North America.
The reports go back at least to 1982 when a

Here are some other concerns that
need to be addressed:

Nogales, AZ baseball rookie was assaulted by
older members of the team. There have been
fired coaches, multimillion dollar lawsuits
gone forward, and outcries of anguish and
anger from dozens of parents outraged by
what painful and potentially life-crippling acts
that had been perpetrated on their sons.
Finally, in May of 2016, there has been a

What should parents do
if they learn their child has been hazed?
A letter to school principal, school
superintendent, coach, athletic director, and
school board--They should serve notice that
the parent feels the school is not a welcoming
place for their child. If necessary, retain a
lawyer and get the letter out. Especially the

glimmer of hope that states will begin to

parent needs to advise the child ways to report

address high school hazing in the same strict

hazing. The child should not feel compelled to

and uncompromising way hat collegiate

merely copy with these inane rituals.

hazing has been addressed for years.
The first state legislators to call for harsh
penalties in the event of high school hazing is
Pennsylvania. Although misdemeanor

What should parents do if they learn their
child has been part of hazing someone else?

penalties had been in place for collegiate

That is a tough one if it is sexual hazing or

fraternal and athletic hazing, no such

beat-ins. Then you have criminal behavior.

equivalent was present at the secondary school
level.
What can students do

Now Gov. Tom Wolf vowed to sign just-

to prevent or stop hazing?

passed Bill 1574 that requires schools to post a
hazing policy and to allow for the imposing of

Turn to groups such as HazingPrevention.org

tough penalties for high school hazers and

and Stophazing on the Internet. They'll get tips

their institutions alike.

from experts and also their peers.

How can people respond to claims that
hazing is an important form of group
bonding?
Torture also bonded WWII prisoners with their
captors. No greater good can result from such
bonding.
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EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES
Speakers, video/movie screenings and discussions, and
panel discussions are all ways you can engage students
in talking about hazing prevention.

You can have your members/leaders/groups take our
NEW online course called

Hazing Prevention:
It’s Everyone’s Responsibility.
Now available for individual purchase, the online onehour course informs students how to recognize, prevent
and report hazing.

The SMART STEPS on your right are a component of
the course, which guides users through practical steps
they can use to prevent hazing in schools and on teams.

REQUEST A DEMO
OR PRICING

www.Prevent.Zone
727-395-9636
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EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES

The Novak Institute for
Hazing Prevention™ tackles
the challenging public health
problem of hazing in a totally
unique way. This four-day,
interactive experience
teaches diverse groups of
interdisciplinary participants
how to address hazing from a
strategic approach that
focuses on prevention rather
than just response.

Nationally recognized faculty teach a
prevention framework based on
proven principles that are grounded
in research.
Geared toward campus life and
organization professionals and
interdisciplinary teams of
professionals and students.

NOVAK INSTITUTE FOR HAZING PREVENTION

Novak Institute
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Hazing Prevention Index
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NATIONAL HAZING PREVENTION WEEK
2016 POSTER DESIGN
First Place Winner – Victoria Kong
Victoria is a Senior Chemistry Major and Combined Fine Arts Minor at Carroll College in Helena,
Montana.
Click here to download the official 2016 poster for free! You can use the space at the bottom to add
your event dates, locations and times. You can order high quality glossy posters through our online
store at www.HazingPrevention.org/store
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Social Media - #40Answers Twitter Campaign
SOCIAL MEDIA

Social Media is a great way to share your activities and
encourage others to join. You can highlight your group
or club’s fundraisers and awareness events.
Take pictures and post on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram and use the hashtags #40Answers,
#NHPW16 and #thesehandsdonthaze. We’ll be sharing
great ideas from schools and organizations across the
country before, during and after National Hazing
Prevention Week.

FOLLOW US
ON TWITTER
@PreventHazing

In partnership with Sigma Nu Fraternity,

Participating in the campaign is easy!

HazingPrevention.Org is pleased to

First, follow @PreventHazing and

announce the 6th annual #40Answers

@SigmaNuHQ to see the hazing excuse

Twitter Campaign.

for each day. Second, post your answer to

For each of the 40 days leading up to

that excuse using your personal or

National Hazing Prevention Week

organization’s Twitter account.

(September 19 – 23, 2016), one commonly

Note: all Twitter posts should include the

heard excuse for hazing will be posted via

#40Answers hashtag so the conversation

the Twitter accounts for

can be easily followed. Follow the

HazingPrevention.Org (@PreventHazing)

conversation by searching Twitter for

and Sigma Nu Fraternity (@SigmaNuHQ).

posts tagged with “#40Answers”.
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THE MOSAIC PROJECT: THESE HANDS DON’T HAZE
ADD YOUR PHOTO TO THE
LARGEST HAZING PREVENTION MOSAIC
Join the movement. Share your story, through The HazingPrevention.Org
MOSAIC. This online and interactive mosaic is built from many
thousands of photos and stories, added one by one by you, which grows
throughout the fall to create a huge mosaic.

Have you added your picture to the THESE HANDS DON'T HAZE
picture mosaic yet? It’s easy!

CLICK HERE TO ADD YOUR PHOTO: thesehandsdonthaze.org
AND SHARE WITH YOUR FRIENDS!
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Prevent Hazing
Among High School
Students

Despite anti-hazing laws, hazing practices still
occur in Greek life, most often under the guise
of pledging activities. In 2011, hazing crossed
the line into involuntary manslaughter when a
sophomore died as a result of being forced to
drink until he passed out.

By Skywood Recovery

Hazing behavior can be dangerous at any age.
As hazing has entered the world of high-school
athletics and social groups, this behavior can
be even more detrimental to the safety and
developing brain of teenagers. Hazing in highschool clubs and groups has become
increasingly common, and it is important to
educate communities about this activity in
order to prevent injury or even death. Hazing
can include alcohol or drug use, even to
dangerous levels. Some believe this to be a
bonding activity, while others consider it a rite
of passage. In reality, it is dangerous and often
unsupervised and not condoned by school
officials.

Hazing behavior can be life-threatening.
It is important to know the facts about
high school hazing and help become
part of the movement to prevent this
dangerous activity.

When we think of the activity of hazing, most
people think about college fraternities who
undertake dangerous or risky behavior to
“test” and initiate new members. The truth is,
many young people have experienced hazing,
but did not recognize it or the dangers of
participating. Hazing includes, “…any activity
expected of someone joining or participating in
a group that humiliates, degrades, abuses, or
endangers them, regardless of a person’s
willingness to participate.” (1, 3)

High School Hazing Statistics
The University of Maine surveyed over 11,000
college students who participated in a very
large range of sports, clubs and organizations
and found that 47% of respondents had
experienced hazing in high-school, while 55%
of respondents experienced hazing in college.
Surprisingly, 8 out of 10 high schoolers and 9
out of 10 college students did not even identify
their experiences as hazing. Out of those who
did recognize the situation as hazing, only 5%
of respondents felt comfortable reporting it.(1)

82% of deaths from hazing involve alcohol.
29% of Greek life leaders are concerned with
the overuse of alcohol during pledge activities.
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47% of college students experienced



hazing in high-school
Hazing impacts every single type of student
group. One study found that up to 24% of
hazing in high-school even occurred in churchrelated groups. Hazing is not necessarily
innocent behavior. The more violent or socially
humiliating experiences of hazing may lead to
higher anxiety, greater social isolation, and
even emotional difficulties that carry on to
adulthood.(3)

Athletics Hazing Statistics
A recent study was conducted on initiation
rites among athletics for NCAA (National
Collegiate Athletic Association) sports teams
that resulted in some surprising statistics. This
study looked at over 325,000 college-level
athletes from over 1,000 schools.(2) Some of the
results included:






More than 250,000 young athletes were put
through some type of hazing as part of
joining an athletic team.
Out of these 250,000+ students, one in five
experienced potentially illegal, dangerous,
or unacceptable hazing. Some were forced
to commit crimes such as harassment or
destruction of property. Others were
subjected to abuse or violence, such as
being beaten, tied up, verbally humiliated,
sleep-deprived, food-deprived, deprived of
personal hygiene or appropriate clothing,
or being kidnapped.
Half of the students who were hazed were
offered or coerced into drinking alcohol,
drinking contests, or consuming large
amounts of alcohol (binge drinking)

Up to 79% of these athletes were no
strangers to hazing—they originally
experienced similar hazing activities in
high school.(4)

Fortunately, one in five of these student
athletes experienced a much more positive
type of hazing, which involved safe activities
such as ropes courses or team trips.(2)

How to Stop Dangerous Hazing
Individuals who are concerned about hazing
among young people can do a number of
things to help. Consider the following:





70% of High School seniors don't approve
of adults having one or two drinks a day
Learn more about hazing and identify the
signs and symptoms of hazing. Most
students who are subjected to hazing will
not report these activities for fear of
retribution, isolation, or bullying. Look out
for terms such as “initiation”, “hell week”,
or even “help week”. Directly ask students
who may be acting strangely, dressing
strangely, or participating in unusual
activities if they are doing so as a “rite of
passage.”
Understand that “fitting in” is an important
part of being human. We all want to be part
of a group, and this particularly applies to
teenagers and young adults. You may
experience resistance if you try to stop
hazing behavior, but most schools and
organizations do have an anonymous
reporting system. If you suspect dangerous
hazing, take time to make a call. It can’t
hurt to initiate an investigation.
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If you see a student who may have
participated in binge drinking, eating
restriction, or another type of physically
dangerous hazing behavior, seek treatment
immediately. Many of these hazing
behaviors are initiated under the
misconception that every young person is
100% healthy. Even strong and agile
athletes can have underlying heart
conditions or undiagnosed ailments, such
as diabetes, colitis, or blood clots, which
makes many of these initiation rites
potentially deadly. Binge drinking can
become a silent killer for anyone, even
physically fit young people. Often,
overdoses, binge drinking, or hidden health
conditions may make a person appear
sleepy, unusual, or out of character.
Reporting these incidents may save a life.
Hazing can only become a thing of the past
if we work together. Help build community
awareness about hazing. Through
education and connection, the myths about
hazing can be eliminated. As individuals
gain more understanding about hazing, this
behavior stands a chance to become phased
out and replaced by healthier communitybuilding tactics.

Citations

1. Chaney, M. Hazing on School Campuses:
What Parents and Students Need To Know.
(nd).
2. Hoover, N. (1999, Aug 30). Initiation Rites
and Athletics for NCAA Sports Teams.
3. Caudill, K. What is hazing? National
Federation of State High School Associations.
(2014, Jul 24).
4. Allen, E., Madden M. National Study of
Student Hazing. (2006).

See more at: SkywoodRecovery.com/preventhigh-school-student-hazing

If you are concerned about a teen in your life,
Skywood Recovery has a confidential helpline
where experienced wellness professionals can
talk with you. Skywood Recovery is available
24 hours a day/7 days a week. (855) 317-8377
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Hazing - The More You
Know

Hey students, listen to your gut!

By Lorin Phillips

advice. I remember feeling so guilty when the

Let me share a few moments from my high
school experiences when I wish I'd taken this
younger kids would go through "initiation" at

As a high school student,
I knew the risks of
drinking and driving,
that smoking or drinking was prohibited
during my soccer season, and that if I was
caught in a boys’ room during a band trip I'd
get sent home.

church camp and be shaking out of fear.
Instead of speaking up, I tried to comfort and
coach them individually through it. I
convinced myself that by doing so, I wasn't the
one causing this fear. Then at band camp, I
remember feeling so angry and disrespected
when the section leader would be in my face

I didn't hear anyone talk about hazing until
college, and I didn't fully understand how to
define hazing until I attended an anti-hazing
seminar two years after I graduated from
college. It was then that I finally realized that
some of my high school band, soccer, and
youth group experiences had been hazing. I'd
always thought of those experiences as
traditions, pranks, or just want I needed to do
to be like everyone else in those groups. On
some occasions, adults were present. My
assumption is that by their inaction they, too,
did not define those events a hazing. Perhaps
it was because it was simply "the way it had
always been done."
I participated in events that compromised my
values, negatively impacted my confidence,
and more than likely made others feel that
same way when I continued those traditions as
a junior and senior. I wish I'd known more. If I
had known then what I know now, I would
have said...

and purposely trying to intimidate me. This
time I allowed others to convince me that it
was just this way for a little while and this
helps us become a well-disciplined
outstanding band. I remember feeling guilty
when I broke the rules of my soccer team to
participate in traditions done by the popular
girls on the team. When my coach asked me
about it, I finally listened to my gut, was
honest, and shared how those events made me
feel. I also shared that I was scared that by
telling her I'd not be a true part of the team.
Instead of allowing that to happen, she helped
me and the team change. As a result, we had a
better season and a stronger team because we
learned to genuinely work together and
communicate instead of using intimidation and
fear as a way to motivate everyone.
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Hey parents, ask questions!

Hey teachers and administrators, learn

Hazing seems scary, and I told myself on

from your peers in higher education!

multiple occasions in college that what was
happening to me wasn't hazing. I was a strong,
independent, well-liked, cool, leader. I would
never allow someone to haze me or bully me.
The reality is I was hazed, and I did allow it to
occur. My soccer coach asked the right
questions that helped me open up and be
honest. She asked me about the impacts of
hazing not if I was hazed. Using these other
entry points to start the conversation made it
feel like a friendly supportive check-in.
Dropping the "H-bomb" is like being called
into the principal's office where the code of
silence is in full effect. She asked me questions
to make sure I was feeling included, respected,
supported, and confident. She also asked me if

First, create a single anti-hazing policy that is
used across the board - athletics, band, clubs,
and honor societies. Yes, honor societies. In my
experiences, the ones more often abusing their
power were the well-respected, smart students
loved by teachers. Tradition and inclusion are
more powerful forces than logic and values for
students. Second, hazing escalates. Traditions
evolve as we are in a "bigger and better"
society. Third, hazing and the harms caused
by hazing won't always be the same for boys
and girls. Boys hazing can often be more
physically tough and built around proving
themselves as a man. For girls, it can more
often be mental and emotional abuse built
around proving yourself as trustworthy. Don't
limit yourself to one view of hazing. It is
emotional, mental, and physical.

I'd been frustrated, over-whelmed, or
uncertain at any time. Somehow it was easier
to talk about those topics than something so
extreme like hazing or bullying. The advice
isn't to downplay the situation...simply don't
enter it like a bull in a china shop and realize
there are other words you can use to get to
what you really want to know - "are you being
harmed in any way?"

I remember feeling so guilty when the younger kids would go through
"initiation"
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Finally, I encourage students, parents, and

Lorin received her Bachelor of Science in

teachers to create a culture which does not

Integrated Science and Technology from James

allow events to be downplayed as pranks or

Madison University in 2002. Lorin traveled for

brushed off with phrases such as "boys will be

her sorority, Sigma Sigma Sigma, as a

boys". I am still baffled by how media coverage

Leadership Consultant from 2002 to 2003

on high school and college hazing sparks

before becoming the Director of Chapter

outrage and concern while media coverage of

Services in May 2003. She has worked for Tri

rookie hazing days in professional sports

Sigma as the Director of Chapter Services for

sparks laughter and draws a crowd to watch

10 years and is now currently the Assistant

"all in good fun." We are sending mixed

Executive Director. Director Lorin obtained a

messages. Phrases which downplay hazing

Master of Education in Adult Learning and

communicate there isn't a true problem.

Human Resource Development from James

Hazing IS a problem in high schools, and it

Madison University in 2007. In addition to her

isn't a new thing. The stories I've shared

staff responsibilities, Lorin began speaking

happened 1994-1997. Since that time, more and

with CAMPUSPEAK in 2013 on topics of

more harmful hazing incidents have been

Women’s Hazing, Confrontation, and Alcohol.

reported and continue to make national news.

During her time with Tri Sigma she has

These are crucial conversations. If I'd known
then what I know now, I would have been a
better president of my youth group, section
leader in the band, and captain of my soccer
team. I also think I would have been better
equipped to stand up against hazing in college
and the bullying many face in the workplace.

conducted over 100 risk management
investigation, facilitated numerous chapter
leadership programs on a variety of topics,
served as lead facilitator for National
leadership programs, and developed a risk
reduction curriculum for students and
advisors.

So now we both know. Keep learning, and let's
get to work!
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HANK NUWER ANTI-HAZING HERO AWARD
2017 Nominations open January 2017!
Do you know someone who has been
heroic enough to expose hazing, speak out
against it, or in some way worked to
combat this dangerous practice? Then
nominate them for the
Hank Nuwer Anti-Hazing Hero Award.
Our 2016 Awards were
made possible with the
support of
Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity,
Lianne Kowiak and
Hank Nuwer.

Nominations for the 2017Award
Recipients will open January 2017 and
close April 30th. Winners will be
announced in the summer of 2017.
Be sure to check our website for a

Thank you for your
support!

listing of all our past winners and look for
announcements on our social media
channels!

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 2016 HEROES!
Trey Ackel
Dakota Benjamin
Justin Burns
Colin Schlank
Debbie Smith, MM
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Shop our Online Store for all your NHPW Needs
Visit our online store at
www.HazingPrevention.org/store
Customized brochures with your
logo and reporting information,
shipped directly to your door!

Many poster sets to choose from!

Large and Small Kits contain everything you need!

These Hands Don’t Haze
awareness bracelets
make great fundraisers!
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SHOW YOUR SUPPPORT!

CREATE CONTESTS
Contests are great ways to engage in sharing
the message of National Hazing Prevention
Week.
Here are just come ideas you can incorporate:



Host a poster design contest with either
your school’s theme, or this year’s
NHPW theme, Be Someone’s Hero:
Stand Up to Hazing.

Hazing Prevention buttons, ribbons,



Ask students to film a short video with

THESE HANDS DON”T HAZE

a hazing prevention theme and post on

wristbands, t-shirts and personal

YouTube.

pledges and posters are all ways
individuals and teams can declare their
stance against hazing.



Challenge teams to come up with a
problem/solution that might be

Check out our HPO Online store at

particular to your school or

www.hazingprevention.org/store

organization.

for NHPW kits, posters, and gear you
can order that have everything you

Feel free to come up with your own contests.

need!

We suggest you award prizes to encourage
participation.
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WAYS TO PROMOTE YOUR NHPW EVENTS
Here are some ideas that you can use in promoting your event to your local community:
 Develop a list of media outlets (newspaper, radio and television) on your campus
and in your community. Send news releases to them. Send the
HazingPrevention.Org public service announcements (PSAs) to radio and TV
stations (see RESOURCES). The media relations professional on your campus or
in your organization will be a useful resource for you. National Hazing
Prevention Week is a positive event undertaken by students and staff on your
campus or in your organization, so make sure your efforts get the attention they
deserve!
HOLD FOR CAMPUSPEAK FULL PAGE AD HERE – DO NOT HAVE
 Contact your school Principal, your student government, school clubs and teams,
YET. IF WE DON’T GET THEN USE THE HPO ONLINE STORE
BACKtoPAGE
OF THEinNHPW
ITS each
PLACE
and invite them
participate
your FLYER
events.INAsk
group to assign a leader

to represent that group, club or team in events. Hold contests to see who has the
best participation!
 Contact the local mayor’s office, city council and other elected state and federal
officials and ask them to issue proclamations recognizing NHPW and your
school observance.
 Use social media, including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and others to let people
know what you’re doing to observe NHPW. Use the hashtags #NHPW16 and
#thesehandsdonthaze in your correspondence.
 The official poster for NHPW 2016 is available for free downloading, customizing
and printing at:
www.HazingPrevention.org/home/about/media-press-kit/print-media
And don’t forget to order your NHPW gear, bracelets, pins, posters and information
kits from our HPO ONLINE STORE right away so you have them in time!
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THANKS TO OUR NHPW EVENT SPONSORS!
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Mailing Address
PO Box 1189
LaGrange, GA 30241
Street Address
251 S.L. White Blvd.
LaGrange, GA 30241
Phone 706-298-0292
Fax 706-883-8215
info@hazingprevention.org
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